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Summary

Our Position

n	An investigation by HOPE not hate’s Right
Response team has found huge quantities of
extreme hate content being sold by the major
book sellers Waterstones, Foyles, WHSmith
and Amazon.

n	While we abhor these books HOPE not hate is
not saying that people do not have the right
to write and publish books we disagree with.
We are arguing that major mainstream book
sellers such as Waterstones, Foyles, Amazon
or WHSmith should not profit from extreme
hate content such as this.

n	All 4 companies sell the Turner Diaries
which has inspired numerous violent racists
and terrorists, including the Oklahoma City
bomber Timothy McVeigh, who killed 168
people using a truck bomb similar to one
described in detail in the book. Purchasing
the Turner Diaries at Foyles gets you 48
Foyalty points as part of their loyalty scheme.
n	
Waterstones, Foyles and Amazon companies
sell the antisemitic forgery The Protocols of
the Learned Elders of Zion which has been
described as a “warrant for genocide”.
n	Large amounts of extreme Holocaust denial
literature is available via these sellers. The
infamous book Did Six Million Really Die?
The Truth at Last is advertised on the
Waterstones and Foyles websites.

n	Our further major concern is that
these extreme books and authors gain
respectability by virtue of their publications
being available on the websites of trusted
and mainstream sellers.
n	We accept that Amazon took the step of
removing three Holocaust denial titles in
2017, a move we of course welcome, but
much more needs to be done. Worryingly
some of the books they removed are
still available via other sellers such as
Waterstones.

n	Some of the most extreme antisemitic
texts ever written in English, such as
the works of the infamous postwar
fascist Arnold Leese, are available from
the Waterstones, Foyles and Amazon
websites.
n	Books by some of the most extreme and
dangerous neo-Nazis are also advertised,
including pro-National Socialism books
by the now deceased leader of the
World Union of National Socialists,
Colin Jordan, from the Waterstones,
Foyles and Amazon websites.
n	A 1971 book containing instructions for
the manufacture of explosives called
The Anarchist Cookbook is available to
purchase via Waterstones, Foyles and
Amazon.
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Books of Concern

Holocaust Denial Books

The list provided below is not exhaustive but
rather just a selection of the sort of content that
is available via these mainstream book sellers.

Did Six Million Really Die? The Truth at Last

Dangerous Books

The Turner Diaries by William Luther Pierce
(aka Andrew Macdonald)
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
Written by American neo-Nazi leader William
Luther Pierce, the fictional Turner diary depicts
a future wherein a movement named the Order
wages a race war against the black enforcers and
Jewish politicians of the US federal government,
known as “the System”. The book has inspired
numerous violent racists and terrorists, including
the Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh,
who killed 168 people using a truck bomb similar
to one described in detail in the book.
The Anarchist Cookbook
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon
A 1971 book containing instructions for the
manufacture of explosives and other rudimentary
weapons. It also contains instructions for the
home manfacturing of illegal drugs.

The Protocols of the Learned Elders of
Zion
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
Undoubtedly one of the most notorious and
scurrilous antisemitic publications in modern
history, the Protocols is a forgery purporting to
be a secret blueprint of Jewish plans for world
domination. The Protocols was exposed as a
fraud by the Tsarist secret police in the early
1920s. Nevertheless, Hitler was introduced to
the Protocols in the early 1920s, and the text
became an important fixture of antisemitic Nazi
propaganda throughout the 20s and 30s. This
dangerous book has inspired decades of extreme
antisemitism and has been described as a
“warrant for genocide”.

by Richard Verrall (aka Richard E. Harwood)
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles
First published in 1974 with the most recent (fifth)
edition being published in 2011. This latest edition
was described by its publisher as, “one of the
most comprehensive reviews of the ‘Six Million’
myth ever yet seen in print”. The short booklet
was written by Richard Verrall aka “Richard
Harwood”, a senior member of the National Front.

Books by David Irving
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon
n Hitler’s War (Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
n Nuremberg, the Last Battle (Waterstones/
Amazon)
n Churchill’s War: Triumph in Adversity
(Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
n Hess: The Missing Years, 1941-45 (Foyles/
Amazon)
David Irving is a key British Holocaust denier,
once considered to be one of the most
successful and respectable of the “revisionists”.
Irving made his reputation as a historian after
gaining access to hitherto unaccessed personal
papers of former leading Nazis, some of whom
he interviewed. In 1988 Irving publicly denied the
genocide of the Jews. Irving gained further public
notoriety for launching a failed libel case against
academic Deborah Lipstadt in 2000 against
claims he was a denier. In the wake of this he
increasingly relied on book tours to the United
States, addressing small crowds of neo-Nazis,
antisemites and anti-immigration activists. In
September 2010 Irving led a group of devotees
to Auschwitz in support of his forthcoming
biography of Heinrich Himmler, architect of the
Nazi genocide. The trip also included a visit
to Hitler’s bunker where, according to Irving,
in 1944 “Germany army traitors” attempted to
assassinate the Führer. Irving continues to speak
at extreme right meetings.

Books by Arthur R. Butz
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith
n The Hoax of the Twentieth Century: The Case
Against the Presumed Extermination of European
Jewry (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
An associate professor of electrical engineering
at Northwestern University and author of The
Hoax of the Twentieth Century which explained
that the Holocaust was a “hoax” of “Zionist
provenance and motivation”. In 2006 Butz
commended the Holocaust denial claims of
then-President of Iran, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
In 2018 Amazon took the step of removing Butz’s
book from sale.
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Books by Nick Kollerstrom
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith
n Breaking the Spell: The Holocaust: Myth &
Reality (Waterstones/Foyles/Smiths)
Kollerstrom is a former honorary research fellow
at University College London who was dropped
by the university in 2008 after it emerged
he was engaging in Holocaust denial. In an
article entitled: “the Auschwitz ‘Gas Chamber’
Illusion”, Kollerstrom claimed that although
there were gas chambers at Auschwitz these
“were operated for purposes of hygiene and
disinfection, in order to save lives and not take
them”.
Due to his links to Holocaust denier Michelle
Renouf, Kollerstrom provided an interview to the
Iranian English-language channel PressTV, and an
article entitled “The Walls of Auschwitz: A Review
of the Chemical Studies” was uploaded to the
Press TV website, during which Kollerstrom
claims that the gassing of the Jews was
“scientifically impossible.” In 2014 he released
the book Breaking the Spell: The Holocaust:
Myth and Reality, published by Germar Rudolf’s
Holocaust denial publishing house, Castle Hill
Publishers.
Quotes by Kollerstrom:
“[There was] never a centrally-coordinated Nazi
program of exterminating Jews in Germany.
Lethal gas chambers did not function in German
labour-camps, that’s just an illusion” from ‘The
Auschwitz Gas Chamber Illusion’ on the website
of the Committee for Open Debate on the
Holocaust (CODOH).
“Let us hope the schoolchildren visitors are
properly taught about the elegant swimming
pool at Auschwitz, built by the inmates, who
would sunbathe there on Saturday and Sunday
afternoons while watching the water polo
matches,” and, “Let’s hope they are shown
postcards written from Auschwitz, where the
postman would collect the mail twice weekly”
from an essay posted to CODOH.

Books by Carlo Mattogno
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon
n Chelmno: A German Camp in History and
Propaganda (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n The “Extermination Camps” of “Aktion
Reinhardt”: An Analysis and Refutation of
Factitious “Evidence,” Deceptions and Flawed
Argumentation of the “Holocaust Controversies”
Bloggers (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Auschwitz: The First Gassing: Rumor and
Reality (Waterstones/Foyles)
n Auschwitz: A Three-Quarter Century of
Propaganda: Origins, Development and Decline
of the Gas Chamber Propaganda Lie (WHSmith/
Amazon)

n Commandant of Auschwitz: Rudolf Hoss, His
Torture and His Forced Confessions (Holocaust
Handbooks 35) (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon)
n An Auschwitz Doctor’s Eyewitness Account:
The Tall Tales of Dr. Mengele’s Assistant Analyzed
(Holocaust Handbooks 37) (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith)
n Inside the Gas Chambers: The Extermination
of Mainstream Holocaust Historiography
(Waterstones/Foyles)
n The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz, Part
1: History and Technology: A Technical and
Historical Study. (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n The Cremation Furnaces of Auschwitz, Part 2:
Documents (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n The Central Construction Office of the
Waffen-SS and Police Auschwitz: Organization,
Responsibilities, Activities (Holocaust Handbooks
13 Corrected ed) (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Curated Lies: The Auschwitz Museum’s
Misrepresentations, Distortions and Deceptions
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Concentration Camp Stutthof: Its History
and Function in National Socialist Jewish Policy
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Special Treatment in Auschwitz: Origin and
Meaning of a Term (Holocaust Handbooks 10
Corrected and Updated ed.) (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith)
n Sobibor: Holocaust Propaganda and Reality
(Holocaust Handbooks 19 Reprint of First ed.)
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Auschwitz: Open-Air Incinerations (Holocaust
Handbooks 17 Corrected and Expanded ed.)
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Treblinka: Extermination Camp or Transit
Camp? (Holocaust Handbooks 8 Reprint of 2nd
ed.) (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Concentration Camp Majdanek: A Historical
and Technical Study (Holocaust Handbooks
5 Reprint of Third ed.) (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith)
n Belzec: Propaganda, Testimonies,
Archeological Research and History (Holocaust
Handbooks 9 Reprint of First ed.) (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith)
n Auschwitz Lies: Legends, Lies, and Prejudices
on the Holocaust (Holocaust Handbooks 18
Revised ed.) (Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n The Mystery of the Protocols of Zion
(Amazon)
Mattogno is Italy’s leading Holocaust denier.
In addition to publishing his own Holocaust
denial material, he has co-authored books with
Swiss-born Holocaust denier Jurgen Graf and is
currently an editorial advisor to the Holocaust
denial journal and website Inconvenient History
which is published by the Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust.
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Books by Germar Rudolf
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
n Auschwitz: Plain Facts: A Response to
Jean-Claude Pressac (co-authored by Carlo
Mattogno, Robert Faurisson, Serge Thion, Rudolf
Germar, Michael Humohrey (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith)
n The Chemistry of Auschwitz (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Auschwitz Lies (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith)
n Lectures on the Holocaust (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith)
n Dictatorship of the Federal Republic of
Germany: The Destruction of Democracy and
Human Rights Under the Influence of War
Propaganda (WHSmith)
Rudolf is one of the world’s most active
Holocaust deniers, author to hundreds of articles
and booklets denying the Holocaust. Sentenced
to fourteen months’ imprisonment for Holocaust
denial, he fled Germany in 1996, heading first to
Spain where he stayed with the Nazi Otto-Ernst
Remer before moving onto Britain, establishing
links to the UK far right and setting up Castle
Hill Publishers (CHP). In 1997 Rudolf established
the only German-language publication which had
the sole purpose of denying the Holocaust. After
moving to the USA and establishing “Holocaust
Handbooks”, he was deported to Germany to
serve his sentence in 2005 and in 2007 was
sentenced to two-and-a-half years for Holocaust
denial.

Faurisson, who is now in his eighties, remains
active and continues to be feted by the world’s
Holocaust deniers, including figures like Michelle
Renouf.
Quote: “The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and
the alleged genocide of the Jews form one and
the same historical lie, which has permitted a
gigantic political and financial swindle whose
main beneficiaries are the state of Israel and
international Zionism and whose main victims
are the German people - but not their leaders and the Palestinian people in their entirety.” The
Victories of Revisionism, 2006, self-published on
Faurisson’s personal site

Books by Fred Leuchter
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith
n The Leuchter Reports: Critical Edition
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
Leuchter is an American consultant on US
prison execution equipment (though later
revealed to have had little engineering education)
who assisted in an attempt to disprove the
Holocaust so as to help the case of Canadian
Holocaust denier Ernst Zundel. Leuchter and
a team hired by Zundel illegally obtained what
Leuchter claimed were “forensic samples” from
a range of buildings associated with the Nazis’
extermination programme, though the report
was soon discredited. Nevertheless, Leuchter
would go on to speak on the Holocaust denial
conference circuit.

Books by Robert Faurisson
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon
n Pope Pius II’s Revisionism (Waterstones/
Foyles/Amazon)
n Impact and Future of Historical Revisionism
(Amazon)
n Just Who is Robert Faurisson? Selected
Writing & Commentaries on “The Holocaust”: The
Extraordinary Life and Times of Donald A. Clifford
(Amazon)
This French former Professor is one of the
world’s most infamous Holocaust deniers, and
has been convicted of Holocaust denial offences
on numerous occasions. Faurisson’s forthright
denial of the Holocaust and his claim that Anne
Frank’s diary is a fake has earned him a level
of notoriety above and beyond that enjoyed
by many other Holocaust deniers. In the 1970s
Faurisson also wrote articles for the neo-fascist
quarterly Defense de l’Occident, founded by
Maurice Bardeche. He has appeared as a witness
at the trials of Holocaust deniers like Ernst
Zundel in Canada and Nick Griffin in Britain.
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Far Right Books
Books by Oswald Mosley
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon
29 books by Oswald Mosley are available on
Waterstones including:
n Fascism for the Million
n Fascism: 100 Questions Asked and Answered
There are dozens of books by Oswald Mosley
available on Foyles including:
n Fascism: 100 Questions Asked and Answered
n Fascism in Britain
n Atrocities: The Moral Question

publish in the English language. His work is at
times openly genocidal.
In his newspaper, Gothic Ripples, Leese wrote:
“The fable of the slaughter of six million Jews by
Hitler has never been tackled by Gothic Ripples
because we take the view that we would have
liked Hitler even better if the figure had been
larger; we are so “obsessed with antisemitism”
that we believe that as long as the destruction
was done in a humane manner, it was to the
advantage of everyone … if it had been true”

Books by Greg Johnson

Available from: Waterstones/Foyles

Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
n New Right vs. Old Right (forward by Kevin
MacDonald) (Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
n Confessions of a Reluctant Hater
(Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
n North American New Right, vol.1
(Waterstones/Foyles)
n North American New Right, vol.2
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith)
n Western Civilisation Bites Back (Waterstones/
Foyles/Amazon)
n In Defense of Prejudice (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
n The Homo and the Negro: Masculinist
Meditations on Politics and Popular Culture
(James J. O’Meara, author; Greg Johnson, editor)
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n The Eldritch Evola and Others (James
J. O’Meara, author; Greg Johnson, editor)
(Waterstones/WHSmith/Foyles/Amazon)
n Summoning the Gods (Collin Cleary, author;
Greg Johnson, editor) (Waterstones/WHSmith/
Foyles/Amazon)

There are 10 books by Leese available from
Waterstones including:
n The Jewish War of Survival
n Jewish Press Control
n Devilry in the Holy Land

Johnson is a highly influential alt-right and white
supremacist figure behind Counter-Currents
Publishing. Johnson also founded the New York
Forum and North West Forum, providing key
meeting points for nazis, fascists and other
bigots in the USA.

Available from WHSmith:
n Automation: Problem and Solution
n Fascism for the Million
n My Life (4th ed.)
n Revolution by Reason and Other Essays by
Oswald Mosley
n The Alternative
There are dozens of books by Oswald Mosley
available on Amazon including:
n Fascism for the Million
n Fascism: 100 Questions Asked and Answered
n Fascism in Britain
Mosley is Britain’s most notorious and well
known fascist. He was the leader of the British
Union of Fascists, the postwar Union Movement
and was a leading UK Holocaust denier.

Books by Arnold Leese

There are 14 books by Leese available on Foyles,
including:
n The Jewish War of Survival
n Jewish Press Control
n Devilry in the Holy Land
There are 24 books by Leese available on
Amazon, including:
n The Jewish War of Survival
n Jewish Press Control
n Gothic Ripples: An Occasional Report on the
Jewish Question
Leese was the founder of the Imperial Fascist
League and is one of the most extreme
antisemites and Holocaust deniers ever to

Kevin Macdonald
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith
n A People That Shall Dwell Alone: Judaism
as a Group Evolutionary Strategy (Waterstones/
WHSmith/Foyles/Amazon)
n Separation and Its Discontents: Toward an
Evolutionary Theory of Anti-Semitism (Foyles/
Amazon)
n The Culture of Critique: An Evolutionary
Analysis of Jewish Involvement in Twentiethcentury Intellectual and Political Movements
(Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
MacDonald is an influential antisemitic academic
and editor of alt-right webzine The Occidental
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Observer and journal The Occidental Quarterly.
MacDonald has done more than any other
figure currently active to codify antisemitism
into a pseudo-scientific theory, and serves as
something of an “elder statesman” to the altright and other far right circles. MacDonald
has explicitly pushed for the adoption of
antisemitism within the alt-right, linking
the movement’s core concerns to “Jewish
conspiracies”.

Quote: “[...] immigration such as one sees
today in Europe constitutes an undeniably
negative phenomenon [...] immigration [is not]
beneficial for the host population receiving the
immigrants, who are confronted, against their
will, with sometimes brutal modifications in their
human and urban environments” Manifesto for a
European Renaissance.

Books by Julius Evola

Books by Colin Jordan
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon
n A Great Idea: National Socialism Then and
Now (Waterstones)
n The National Vanguard: Vanguard of the
Future (Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
Jordan is one of the most notorious neonazis of the postwar period. He advocated for
“Universal Nazism” and was the founder of
the World Union of National Socialists and the
National Socialist Movement. In 1967 he was
sentenced to prison for distributing content
likely to cause racial hatred. His publications are
some of the most extreme ever produced by the
UK extreme far right.

Books by Alain de Benoist
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
n Manifesto for a European Renaissance
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n The Problem with Democracy (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Beyond Human Rights (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
n Carl Schmitt Today (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
n On the Brink of the Abyss (Waterstones/
Foyles/Amazon)
n The Indo-Europeans (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
n Views from the Right (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
An influential figure for the development of the
alt-right and the European far-right identitarian
movement, de Benoist is a French philosopher
associated with the ‘European New Right’ (ENR)
movement that emerged in the late 60s.
His Manifesto for a European Renaissance,
translated into English in 1999, was pivotal in
introducing rebranded far-right concepts
such as ‘ethnopluralism’ to the far-right
Anglosphere. Though he has attempted to
publicly distance himself from the alt-right, de
Benoist spoke at the 2013 conference of the
leading US alt-right organisation, the National
Policy Institute, which is now part of the AltRight
Corporation.

Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
n Revolt Against the Modern World
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n A Handbook for Right-Wing Youth
(Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Metaphysics of War (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon)
n Fascism Viewed from the Right (Waterstones/
Foyles/Amazon)
n Notes on the Third Reich (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Men Among the Ruins (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
n Ride the Tiger: A Survival Manual for the
Aristocrats of the Soul (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon)
n The Path of Cinnabar (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon)
n Meditations on the Peak (Waterstones/
WHSmith/Amazon)
n The Doctrine of the Awakening (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n The Mystery of the Grail (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Evola/Amazon)
n The Hermetic Tradition (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon)
n Eros and Mysteries of Love (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Recognitions: Studies on Men and Problems
from the Perspective of the Right (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
Evola was an Italian extreme right-wing
philosopher. Evola’s unwavering anti-egalitarian
works influenced Italian fascist leader Benito
Mussolini’s 1938 Racial Laws, although Evola
came to prefer the Nazi SS to Italian fascism.
Evola’s ideas have inspired Italian terrorists in
the post-war era, and continue to be a major
inspiration for the white nationalist alt-right and
European fascist and nazi groups.

Books by Markus Willinger
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
n Generation Identity: A Declaration of War
Against the ‘68ers (Waterstones/Foyles/
WHSmith/Amazon)
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n A Europe of Nations (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)

Books produced by the League of
St George

Willinger is an Austrian activist associated with
the far-right European identitarian movement.
Though his public profile has decreased in recent
years, he has previously spoken at the Londonbased traditionalist organisation, the Traditional
Britain Group. His 2013 book Generation Identity:
A Declaration of War Against the ‘68ers is
considered the manifesto for the anti-Muslim
and anti-migrant identitarian youth movement,
Generation Identity.
Rejecting multiculturalism, Willinger states “we
don’t want Mehmed and Mustafa to become
Europeans”. He also condemns the increasing
acceptance of LGBT+ people in society – what
he calls “the union of nothingness” – and instead
calls for a return to traditional gender roles as
“Women want to be conquered”.

Available from: Waterstones/Amazon
n Folk State: League of St George Policy
Statement (Waterstones/Amazon)

Books by A.K. Chesterton
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/WHSmith/
Amazon
31 books (some different editions of same book)
by A.K. Chesterton are available via Waterstones.
These include:
n The Apotheosis of the Jew (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith)
n The New Unhappy Lords (Waterstones/
Foyles/WHSmith/Amazon)
n Creed of a Fascist Revolutionary
(Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
Chesterton is perhaps Britain’s most influential
conspiratorial antisemite. His books are still read
widely by the international antisemitic far right.
His books argue that a secret group of Jews run
the world. He was a member of Oswald Mosley’s
British Union of Fascists, becoming editor of its
magazine Blackshirt. Chesterton also founded
the long-defunct League of Empire Loyalists, and
was a former early leader of the National Front.

League of St George is a tiny but long-standing
British nazi group which continues to produce
the racist quarterly magazine League Sentinel.
Steven Books, a publisher linked to the group,
continues to be a significant producer and
distributor of racist, nationalist, Holocaust denial
and fascist books and pamphlets in the UK.

Books by Tomislav Sunić
Available from: Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon
n Homo Americanus: Child of the Postmodern
Age (Waterstones/Foyles/Amazon)
n Against Democracy and Equality: The
European New Right (Waterstones/Foyles/
Amazon)
A Croatian author and former university lecturer,
Sunić is a regular speaker in far right circles,
having appeared at the likes of the Institute for
Historical Review and at the UK meetings of the
British National Party and National Front. Sunić
also hosted a show on the white supremacist
Voice of Reason Radio Network until 2012, has
been published by the US alt-right organisation,
American Renaissance, sits on the advisory
board of another US alt-right organisation,
The Occidental Quarterly and is a director of
the white nationalist American Freedom Party,
alongside influential antisemite Kevin MacDonald,
who wrote the foreword to Sunić’s antisemitic
book, Homo Americanus.
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Waterstones
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Foyles
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WH Smith
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Amazon
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